Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
21. I am a Transformer—Receiver
Wisdom Comes Through Me Not From Me!
Beloved Moses and “Marrianna”
Beloved Moses and my Guides, please come and sit with me this
morning and share your Wisdom.
“Beloved Child, open your Heart to receive our Gifts of Wisdom that
we have for you this day. Notice how relaxed you are this morning. Yes,
your Body is tired but look past the tiredness. The Gifts you have been
given are already merging within your knowing. Notice your Spouse and
Children, for you will See they are more open to what you have to say.”
“It is for you to know that as you integrate this Higher Wisdom you
Must use your words more sparingly and think before you say anything.
Give less advice, wait until you are asked something before you Share
what you are getting so you allow them time to receive what you are
receiving. Think of yourself as a Transformer—Receiver that has the
ability to relay information by thought, word, and deed.”
“Now you will be able to more clearly receive Higher Wisdom and
relay what you have received. It will be for you and your Ego to always
remember this Wisdom comes Through you, Not From you! For you are
Connected to your Higher Self and the Oneness of ‘IS’, the Creator of All
That Is, more directly now. You are in Service to the Divine to bring Forth
Creator Wisdom for the Multitudes. Allow what you receive to be
completely Downloaded and then wait a few minutes so others have a
chance to receive that Wisdom directly from your Presence. If they have
not come Up with and spoken what you have received then and Only
then, Share your Wisdom. That Provides Humanity an opportunity to
grow, and at first, they will think this New Wisdom comes from them,
their personality and they will have the test for their Ego to grow and
learn to move to their Higher Ego Centers so they can get out of their own
way, as you say.”

“Your test will be to observe their growth and Not reveal the
Wisdom until they ask what you think about the situation. You allow
their growth by Holding the Space of Creator Light. It is what Lord Jesus
meant when He told you your Role is ‘To Hold the People’s Hands and
Walk Them Through Their Shadow Side.’ This is how you will Help the
Multitudes the most. It will be by Bringing in The Creator Light, grounding
it into the Iron Core Crystal Grid, and Living your life in Oneness with the
Knowing that whatever Happens Simply Is What Is! Nothing needs to be
fixed because nothing is broken. You will be able to See more and more
how the people move through their periods of testing as more and more
of Humanity awakens into Higher consciousness. As you learn to simply
‘Be the Light,’ you provide a means to Heal your Body, Mind and Ego.”
“As that happens you become more and more of the Light of the
Creator. This is a slow, steady process so no harm comes to your physical
Body from the Higher Vibration. As your Body adjusts to this Higher
Energy and Heat, your Body will continue to Expand and Expand. This will
allow you to Hold more Light and Wisdom. Know this ‘Light’ is
contagious, so to speak, and you have the capacity to Light the dormant
Flames in Humanity that are Slumbering, allowing them to awaken and
grow at their own speed. It is all between ‘IS’ the Divine Creator and the
People you come into contact with. As you grow by allowing other to
grow, you all pass your tests and move into Higher Wisdom and Higher
Vibrations of the Oneness. Know there are many, many steps on ‘Jacobs
Ladder of Light,’ as you call it.”
“Enjoy your Journey for you have been in the Earth School a long,
long time and Graduation is upon you and All Humanity who chose to
Awaken at this time. Just like the Heavenly Host cannot share the
answers to your problems with you, for it is your Journey. It is your
opportunity to learn so you can be an example for others. Remember to
keep your Eyes on your own plate, share when asked what you would do.
The rest of the time stay Centered, stay within and enjoy your Journey of
Peace, Love and Harmony.”
“As you do that, and paint, sew, walk at the beach with your friends
and family, you are doing what you came to Earth to do, to Live, Love and
Be Happy, Living in your Deep Inner Knowing that you and the Father are

One with All That Is. Allow your Heart and Mind to Blend and Merge with
these words of Wisdom.”
“I can tell you that the Secret to your Success will be in your Silence!
Go with Peace and Love in your Heart and be open to release and let go
when you meet with Katie Dove today for we will be assisting as always.”
“Love and Peace Be With You.” “I am Your Beloved Moses.”
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